The purpose of a project was to identify and explain the issues involved in formulating a role for vocational education in serving the employment-related training needs of older persons. The overall goal was to identify, analyze, describe, and disseminate information concerning policy and planning issues, service needs, service providers, alternative service models, and programmatic service occupations. The information would (1) lead to improved opportunities for obtaining vocational skills training and (2) enable older adults to serve in a manner utilizing their accumulated knowledge, skills, and experience. Major tasks were developing an information dissemination plan, conducting a literature review that resulted in a summary of the state-of-the-art, preparation and dissemination of a planning paper and program guide, production of an advocacy film, development of a promotional brochure, and conducting of four regional information dissemination workshops. (Appendixes, amounting to approximately one-half of the report, include participant lists and agendas for project meetings and workshops, project correspondence, and workshop materials.) (ILB)
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ABSTRACT

This final report describes a project conducted to assist state and local vocational education agencies, adult education agencies, and state agencies on aging to improve the access of older persons to education and training which will equip them for paid and unpaid employment. The overall project goal was to identify, analyze, describe and disseminate information concerning policy and planning issues, service needs, service providers, alternative service models, and programmatic service operations that (a) will lead to improved opportunities for older persons to obtain vocational skills and technical knowledge and training, and (b) that will enable older persons to serve in a paid or unpaid capacity in a manner that utilizes their accumulated knowledge, skills and experience.

Major activities used to achieve project goals are reported. Descriptions of major project products are provided. Results of four regional workshops used to disseminate project products and to provide a forum for agency discussion of issues surrounding provision of education and training for older persons are presented. Conclusions are offered which summarize the current state of agency response to education and training needs of older persons. Obstacles that have interfered with the operation of a coordinated and comprehensive system of services to older persons are identified, and recommendations for alleviation offered.
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INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND

Americans are growing older. Declining birth rates, decreasing death rates and longer life expectancies have combined to increase the numbers of these euphemistically referred to as older Americans. The over-55 population is expected to increase twenty percent by the turn of the century.\(^1\) By the end of the next half-century, the number of Americans over sixty-five will have doubled.\(^2\)

These demographic trends can be anticipated to produce significant changes in the age distribution of adults. By 1990, those 55 and over will account for 27.1 percent of the civilian non-institutionalized population aged sixteen and older—a slight decline from the 27.2 percent in 1980. In contrast, the proportion of those young adults aged 16-24 can be expected to drop sharply from 21.8 percent in 1980 to 16.7 percent in 1990. Thus, in less than a decade, the ratio of older adults (65 and over) to young adults (16-24) can be expected to increase 30 percent—from 1.25 in 1980 to 1.62 in 1990.

Two basic approaches can be taken to the contributions of older persons to American life. One approach assumes that retirement is a deserved reward for work and that older persons should withdraw from active work life to passively enjoy the returns of their labor. The other approach assumes that work is a part of life and that older persons should be provided needed educational and training opportunity to apply their talents and capabilities in a productive manner.
A number of social forces are impacting upon the economic opportunity structure for older persons. Some forces are serving to extend the opportunities for a productive work life; others are operating to restrain the extension of these opportunities. On the basis of available evidence, the forces acting to restrain the continued contribution of older Americans appear to be dominant. The labor force participation rate of older workers has undergone drastic decrease. For men aged 55-64, the rate has declined from 94 percent in the 1930's to 83 percent in 1970. During the period 1970-77, the rate declined by nine percentage points and is projected by the Department of Labor to plummet to 65 percent by 1990. The situation is reversed, however, with respect to working women. The participation rate for women aged 55-64 increased from 27 percent to 43 percent during the two decades from 1950 to 1970 and has remained relatively constant thereafter.

There are signs that the trend is not irreversible.

In a recent Harris Poll:

- 51 percent of the employees surveyed indicated a preference for work rather than retirement;
- 48 percent of those 50-64 expressed a desire to continue working past 65;
- 46 percent of retirees said they would rather be working; and
- 53 percent of retirees wished that they had never stopped working.

In an earlier survey, Harris found that of 4.4 million people who retired, two out of five had stopped work against their will.
Forty-one percent of retired males did not want to quit work. Of those retirees who were poor and black, half had left unwillingly. Of the more than four million people over sixty-five who had retired, three out of ten desired paid work. From the sample results, he concluded that another two million were interested in serving as volunteers.5

Labor force participation statistics also tend to obscure the discouraged worker syndrome—those who become disillusioned about finding a job and retire from the labor force. Sheppard, in analyzing BLS unpublished data, reported a 162.5 percent increase from 1973-77 in the estimated number of discouraged workers.6 He surmised that many move from the ranks of the unemployed to being discouraged and then to being self-defined as retired.

Older persons need and desire education and training. A 1974 Harris poll showed that twenty-nine percent of persons sixty-five and older who were still working wanted to learn new skills. Of those in the fifty-five to sixty-four age bracket, nearly two out of every five were interested in job training.7

The extent of vocational education responsiveness to the needs of older persons is not documented. Enrollment data by age are not routinely collected as a part of the Vocational Education Data System (VEDS). Some state plans provide enrollment figures by age groupings. Most do not. Data from the 1978 Report of Participation in Adult Education indicated that approximately 40,000 adults aged 55 years and above were enrolled full-time in occupational programs of six months or more duration.8 Data on part-time enrollments of older adults were not provided.
Interest in serving the needs of older Americans has burgeoned during the past two decades. This growing interest stems from the interaction of two major social forces: intensified social consciousness exemplified by the civil rights and feminist movements and a fundamental shift in the age structure of the U. S. population. Due to a long-term decline in the fertility rate and substantial increases in life expectancy, the age structure of the U. S. population is shifting more rapidly than was anticipated even a few years ago. It is estimated that by 1990, a cohort of 39 million Americans aged 60 or older will exist, equal in size to the numbers of Americans in their twenties or thirties (U. S. Department of Labor and the U. S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, 1978).

The implications of this change are fairly profound. The aging of America may well beacon a new era in social and political action which involves a shift of focus from the problems and needs of America's youth to the problems and needs of America's elders. Of central concern is the ability of a constricted youth-based labor force to support an expanded older population. If the nation cannot or will not expand its capacity to support more persons in retirement, the American economy may be forced to retain and absorb an unprecedented number of older workers. The Federal Government's commitment to fostering employment and training opportunities for older adults is exemplified in the recent passage of a number of pieces of legislation which contain sections directly addressed to the employment needs of the older population. In essence, the way is being legislatively paved for older
Americans to remain in or re-enter the labor force on a full or part-time, voluntary or paid basis.

Part of the Federal mandate is directed toward vocational education. The Age Discrimination Study\textsuperscript{9} conducted by the U. S. Commission on Civil Rights in 1977 found discrimination on the basis of age in the delivery of Federally supported services and benefits to exist to some extent in each of the Federal programs studied. Two of the recommendations resulting from that study centered on vocational education opportunities for older adults. These were:

1. That the U. S. Office of Education (USOE), based on State and local needs assessment data, develop appropriate technical assistance to assist State vocational education agencies to work effectively with its grantees to develop vocational education programs and activities to attract and to meet the needs of older persons;

2. That failure of the State vocational education agencies to respond to this initiative be regarded as a violation of the Age Discrimination Act and appropriate steps be taken to apply sanctions recommended in the report (U. S. Commission on Civil Rights, 1977).

In response to these recommendations, the U. S. Office of Education (USOE) awarded a contract to CONSERVA to implement a project geared to the identification of issues that relate to the role of vocational education in serving older persons.
Notes:


5Ibid, p. 6.


PROBLEM STATEMENT

The extent to which older workers are and will continue to be utilized in our society depends upon the interplay of various social and economic forces. These forces form the contextual background for de jure and de facto public and private policies and practices directing the utilization of human resources. The evolutionary development of these policies and practices is determined by those forces which have gained social ascendancy.

The role of vocational education as a developer of the untapped potential of older persons will be forged against this milieu. The problem faced in the project was to depict in broad strokes the issues to be resolved and the challenges to be met in developing a planned approach to the provision of employment-related education and training services to older adults. To facilitate such an approach, the following issues were identified as those which require immediate attention, and through which it was deemed probable that a national program of education and training suited to the needs of older persons could be inaugurated.

POLICY ISSUES

OLDER PERSONS--PASSIVE RECIPIENTS OR ACTIVE PARTICIPANTS

Issue at Question

The critical question to be resolved is "What should be the role of older persons in American society?" Questions arise such as "Should older persons be provided financial independence in a
manner that rewards them for withdrawing from active work into comparative isolation, or should they be encouraged to remain, and their talents and capabilities utilized in a productive fashion?" The argument that social security would provide financial security while at the same time reducing the competition for jobs may have been a necessity as our country was emerging from the great depression of the 1930's. The continued validity of that argument bears close examination.

EDUCATION AND TRAINING FOR OLDER ADULTS--A PERIPHERAL SOCIAL SERVICE OR A SOCIAL ENTITLEMENT

Issue at Question

The overarching issue is "What importance should be given to the employment of older persons?" The concern for this question raises other questions associated with it such as "If employment of the aging is but a peripheral concern, then continuation of the present service emphasis may be justifiable; however, if the emphasis is on jobs, --jobs for older persons who need to supplement their retirement income, jobs both paid and unpaid for those who need to feel needed and useful to society, jobs for those who have been displaced because of technological obsolescence, jobs for homemakers who must re-enter the labor force, then is there not a critical need to re-assess our current employment and training efforts?" No integrated or unified policy currently exists for guiding national employment and training efforts for older adults. Few programs direct their efforts specifically to the preparation of older Americans for employment. For those programs that do, the major emphasis is on subsidized employment with job development and placement services offered in a supportive capacity.

OLDER PERSONS--SPECIAL NEED LEARNERS OR REGULAR STUDENTS

Issue at Question

The issue at question is "Can older persons be served in regular vocational education programs or
must they be provided special assistance in order to succeed in their preparation for entrance or re-entrance in the labor force?" This issue is complex and raises many subsidiary questions in connection with the issue at question. As one considers the structure of contemporary vocational education, the question arises whether a different configuration of educational resources would better serve the adult boom which is already here and the special segment of older persons. The traditional vocational education programs as they are conducted on the secondary, postsecondary and adult levels of education can serve individuals in a "business-as-usual" approach, an approach that is compatible with the current mix of resources, or they can shift to meet the changing demographic tide with its consequent implications for change-over costs.

COMMUNITY SERVICE--NONTRADITIONAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION?

Issue at Question

The issue that is of most concern here involves a determination of "To what extent should vocational education assume the responsibility for training for community service activities?" Again, subsidiary questions are raised in connection with this major issue. These include questions which deal with the assumption of the role of vocational education to assume the responsibility for training as well as awareness of and sensitivity to community problems such as crime, delinquency, alcoholism, drug abuse, discrimination, unemployment and underemployment, poor housing, inadequate transportation and other issues. The fundamental rationale for undertaking this role would be that these problems are addressable through improved community services and that vocational education can contribute to the improvement of these services. If education is indeed the warp of the community fabric, and if the redevelopment and redirection of American society is dependent upon the skills of its community members, then the challenge to vocational education is clear.
Issue at Question

The issue raises the question of "What is the role of vocational education in a coordinated and comprehensive delivery system of services to older persons?" Subsidiary questions are raised also in connection with the foregoing major issue; they include: Of the three alternative roles for vocational education, which role will best serve the needs of older persons? One role for vocational education is to take a leadership role by becoming the focal point for comprehensive service delivery. Another role would be for vocational education to provide employment and training services to older persons on a contractual basis with a local area agency on aging. The third role would be for vocational education to operate as an independent agency providing employment and training services augmented by whatever supporting services might be required.

PURPOSE OF THE PROJECT

It was the purpose of this project to identify and explicate the issues involved in formulating a role for vocational education in serving the employment related training needs of older persons. The contract awarded to CONSERVA, Inc. by the United States Department of Education, Bureau of Adult and Vocational Education, had as the overall project goal to identify, analyze, describe and disseminate information about:

- Policy and Planning Issues;
- Service Needs;
- Service Providers;
- Alternative Service Models; and
- Programmatic Service Operations
that will (1) lead to improved opportunities for older persons to obtain vocational skills training, and (2) enable older persons to serve in a manner that utilizes their accumulated knowledge, skills and experience.

The following Project Objectives, designed to facilitate the implementation of statewide programs of education and training programs for older persons, reflect the need to establish state-level coordinative functions, and also assistance to regional and local agencies in coping with the organizing, implementing and assessing of services for older persons:

1. The establishment of communication linkages with the numerous public and private agencies, organizations and groups concerned with the welfare of older persons;

2. The identification and collection of relevant information of use to policy makers and planners in the formulation of goals, objectives and strategies for improved access to vocational programs;

3. The in-depth analysis of the collected data to determine the information relevant to policy making, planning and program implementation;

4. The conduct of four regional workshops that had as their primary objective the development of diffusion strategies and activities for linking vocational education into a comprehensive delivery system for providing social services and skills training to older persons; and

5. The development and dissemination of background papers and technical assistance materials.

This final report describes how the overall goal and the objectives of the project were accomplished. Presented in the following
chapter are the procedures used to develop and disseminate the information, data and products of the project which are described briefly in the foregoing discussion. This is followed by a chapter on project results, including a description of the major products of the project and an evaluation of project activities. The final chapter on Conclusions provides an analysis of the contribution of the project to the urgent need for older persons to be served by education and training, and recommendations for action to be taken at Federal, State and Local levels in order to assure growing numbers of older persons ready access to quality programs of vocational education.
PROCEDURES

In this chapter, a description of the methodology employed in achieving the project goal is provided. The procedures used to accomplish each of the specific project objectives are initially described. Following is a description of the procedures used to disseminate project information and to promote increased awareness of older persons as a population in need of education and training services.

In all, the older persons project included nineteen discrete tasks, some of which involved the preparation of quarterly and semiannual reports. Tasks other than those of a reporting nature were concerned with the activities required to assemble a functioning technical advisory group (TAG) and to produce the documents/products. Each major task will be briefly described.

FINALIZE AND CONDUCT THE INITIAL MEETING OF THE TECHNICAL ADVISORY GROUP

An early meeting was sought with the U. S. Department of Education Project Monitor to finalize the selection and appointment of individuals who were to serve on the Technical Advisory Group. Prior to the approval of the project by the Department of Education, tentative assent had been received from a number of individuals who represented agencies and organizations directly functioning in the field of services to older persons. The meeting was held in Washington at the Department of Education and the final decision on the membership of the Technical
Technical Advisory Group was completed. Shortly thereafter, the first meeting of the TAG was conducted in Washington for the purposes of reviewing with the TAG members all of the specific tasks that were to be undertaken during the months ahead and to obtain from the group the advice, assistance and counseling needed to assure a successful project. The CONSERVA staff conducted the meeting over a period of one day, and the TAG had as its targets:

1. to provide guidance and input in all phases of the project; and
2. to provide advice to the contractor on vocational education for older persons.

Since many of the TAG members were located in the Washington, D. C. area and were either directly connected with federal agencies or were administrators in one of the national agencies which administer to the needs of older persons, the selection of a suitable site in the Washington area presented no problems. The meeting was held in the U. S. Department of Education building on Constitution Avenue. A copy of the agenda for the meeting is provided in the appendix. In general, the agenda conformed to the following format:

1. Goals and objectives of the project
2. Requested role of the Project Advisory Committee/TAG
3. Task content and revision of management plan with emphasis upon:
   a. involvement of the TAG in key tasks
   b. dissemination plan
   c. contact sources for the forthcoming Planning Paper
d. Program Guide content  
e. 16mm film content  
f. regional information dissemination workshops  

4. Review committee composition  
5. Regional workshop format  

The thrust of the TAG meeting was realized, in that much valuable advice and assistance was provided by the membership in attendance.  

DEVELOPMENT OF INFORMATION DISSEMINATION PLAN  

Early in the project, steps were taken to confer regularly with the Project Monitor and to develop cooperatively a dissemination plan designed to afford the greatest possible visibility and use of the major products of the project. During the project, considerable information was assembled relative to individuals and agencies that should receive copies of products of the older persons study, and throughout the project the list of individuals and organizations was continually updated. Input from the first TAG meeting was helpful in the formulation of a listing of specific recipients for project products. As part of the overall plan, a pattern for distribution was produced, samples of mail-out letters were prepared and the design of the promotional brochure that would facilitate self-mailing was finalized. Members of the TAG group received the modified and considerably expanded dissemination plan, supplied additional suggestions for consideration, and the final list was supplied to and approved by the U. S. Department of Education. In general, CONSERVA produced a large file of mailing lists of various vocational education groups in the nation including:
1. National Council of Large City Directors of Vocational Education;
2. Research Coordinating Unit Directors in the United States and its territories;
3. State Advisory Councils of Vocational Education Directory;
4. State Directors of Vocational Education;
5. State Vocational Education Equity Coordinators; and
6. State officials with responsibilities for vocational education for persons with special needs.

Additionally, CONSERVA acquired the directory of state agencies designated to administer Title III and Title VII of the Older Americans Act, and from this directory identified additional persons and agencies who were targeted for receipt of the major products of the project.

At the conclusion of the project, a final listing of recipients for the major products of the project was prepared and supplied to the Contracting Officer as a project deliverable. This list was finalized following the completion of the four regional information dissemination workshops.

CONDUCT LITERATURE REVIEW

The CONSERVA project staff made a concerted effort to identify and review all literature relating to current vocational education programs and other related activities that were being supplied to older persons. There were seven major component parts in the literature review. These included:
1. a comprehensive library search;

2. contact with knowledgeable persons such as directors of vocational education, heads of university gerontological centers, state agencies on aging, state office on adult education, and congressional sources;

3. contact with foundations/associations;

4. contact with publication editors;

5. review of related conference proceedings;

6. a screening and review of state plans for vocational education and the subsequent annual reports; and

7. contacts with agencies in the private business sector.

CONSERVA conducted a comprehensive library search both in Raleigh and in the general area of the Washington office. The library search in North Carolina included libraries at all four major universities in the Research Triangle area: North Carolina State University, the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, North Carolina Central University and Duke University. CONSERVA staff also visited the University of Maryland, Federal Agency Information Banks in the greater Baltimore/Washington area including the National Clearinghouse on Aging and its computer search facility, the Information Resources Center, and the HUD Library and Information Division.

The foregoing agencies and personnel were reached in an effort to determine the extent to which vocational education for older persons was being supplied. This search was supplemented by screening the re-
ports contained in ERIC, the National Technical Information Service (NTIS), the National Clearinghouse on Aging, the Clearinghouse on Adult Education and Life-long Learning, and the Federal Community Education Clearinghouse for additional evidence of ongoing services and activities. The context also provided an opportunity to review all of the journals from 1975 on, such as the American Vocational Association Journal (Voc Ed) and others in the field of services to the aging.

All individuals who were responsible for directing university-based gerontological centers, and all State Departments of Vocational Education were contacted by telephone and by letter, and were briefly informed of the project goals and asked to identify all recent literature on the subject of vocational education and training for older persons. Functioning gerontological centers and geriatric centers contacted included:

1. The Institute of Gerontology, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor;
2. The Philadelphia Geriatric Center, Philadelphia;
3. The Institute for Study and Aging at the University of Miami in Coral Gables, Florida;
4. The Levinson Gerontological Policy Institute at Brandeis University in Waltham, Massachusetts; and
5. The University of Southern California Gerontology Center at Los Angeles.

The project co-directors also contacted appropriate congressional sources, especially the chairperson of the U. S. Senate Special Committee on Aging, in an effort to identify relevant documents that
would either soon be available or were currently in the public domain.
The resultant acquisition of the "publications list" containing literature on aging provided new channels for further investigation.

As the literature search proceeded, it became clear that many agencies were concerned with the needs of the aging for education and training. The following sixteen agencies were contacted in the course of the project:

1. The American Vocational Association;
2. The National Advisory Council on Vocational Education;
3. The American Personnel and Guidance Association;
4. The National Council of Large City Directors in Vocational Education;
5. The National Vocational Guidance Association;
6. The National Center for Research in Vocational Education;
7. The National Institute on the Aging;
8. The National Council on the Aging;
10. The National Council of Senior Citizens;
11. The National Association of Area Agencies on Aging;
12. The Administration on the Aging;
13. Adult Education Association of the U.S.A.;
14. National University Extension Association;
15. Association for Continuing Higher Education; and
Additionally, the CONSERVA staff reviewed the proceedings of the American Vocational Association Conventions for the two years prior to the initiation of the project, and found some relevant information pertaining specifically to the concerns of providing vocational education for older persons. Still further, the Vocational Education State Plans and Annual Reports were reviewed to determine the nature and extent of state activity with respect to training and education for older persons.

In total, information was collected from a network of sources. Each item of information was systematically recorded in a card file arrangement which contained the title and source of the information, the type of information included, a synopsis of the content and the major characteristics of the program or service which provided vocational education for older persons. A sample of the reference card used for collection of data is included in the appendix.

SUMMARY OF THE STATE-OF-THE-ART

As the first major product, the Summary of the State-of-the-Art represented the end result of intensive search for literature relevant to the vocational education and training needs of older persons. The Summary of the State-of-the-Art was planned to provide a national overview of vocational efforts as they relate to older persons. The topics addressed in that document included:
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An initial summary provided in draft form to the Technical Advisory Group provided a cameo treatment of each of the above topics and provided detailed explanations of the relationships between each of the topics. The Technical Advisory Group, which received the first draft of the document, reviewed it with great care and supplied information, critiques and suggestions relative to modifications that should be made in the document. When the final draft of the document was complete, 800 copies were printed in typeset format on 8 1/2 by 11 inch paper stock with a professionally designed cover. The copies were three-hole punched to facilitate placement of the document in three-ring binders. Ten copies of the Summary of the State-of-the-Art were supplied to the Contracting Officer as a project deliverable together with the complete set of negatives. All members of the Technical Advisory Group received copies of the Summary of the State-of-the-Art. Copies were disseminated in accordance with the approved Dissemination Plan.

PREPARATION AND PARTIAL DISSEMINATION OF THE PLANNING PAPER

Much of the information collected during the literature review task and developed as conclusions in the Summary of the State-of-the-Art document formed a critical basis for the development of the Planning Paper. The Planning Paper focused on the policy issues surrounding provision of employment related training to older persons. The Paper was written so as to have utility for major State agencies concerned with the needs of the aging. The utilization of the Planning Paper stresses the urgency for the agencies to work in collaboration to achieve a uni-
fied and coordinated program of services for older persons. The design of the Planning Paper may be noted from the Table of Contents which follows:
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The points on which the Planning Paper focused were primarily those that would direct the attention of state level personnel to the problems and issues which face agencies in attempting to bring to fruition a well-coordinated program of vocational preparation and associated services needed by older persons to enter and succeed in the labor force. To this end, emphasis was placed upon the identification of the major issues surrounding the role of vocational education in serving the education and training needs of older persons. Recommendations were offered at the Federal and State levels.

An initial draft of the Planning Paper was prepared by the CONSERVA staff and submitted to the project Technical Advisory Group for its review and critique. The information received from the Technical Advisory Group was utilized for the development of the final draft. Eight hundred copies were printed in typeset format on 8 1/2 x 11 inch paper stock with a professionally designed cover. Ten copies of the re-
vised Planning Paper were supplied to the Contracting Officer as a project deliverable together with the complete set of negatives. Copies were disseminated in accordance with the approved Dissemination Plan.

PREPARE PROGRAM GUIDE AND DISSEMINATE

The Program Guide was planned to be used by vocational education planners and policy makers at both the state and local levels. Possible adaptation by other agencies was also contemplated and was regarded as an important consideration in the preparation of the document. The Program Guide was produced to serve as a state and local level instrument for use in initiating, developing and expanding vocational education programs for older persons. The Program Guide was developed around a broad outline of critically needed aspects and issues facing the development and implementation of programs of vocational education for older persons as noted in the following Table of Contents:
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When the first draft of the Program Guide was prepared, it was reviewed by a select committee of critics convened in Washington, D.C. The names and the organizational connections of the reviewers and a copy of the meeting agenda are included in the appendix. The Review Committee supplied many useful suggestions and recommendations which were incorporated in the final draft of the Program Guide. Eight hundred...
copies were printed in typeset format on 8 1/2 x 11 inch paper stock with a professionally designed cover. Ten copies and a complete set of negatives of the Program Guide were delivered to the Contracting Officer as a project deliverable. Copies were disseminated in accordance with the approved Dissemination Plan.

ADVOCACY FILM PRODUCTION

A 16mm sound and color motion picture film of fifteen minutes duration was produced in conjunction with project activities. Complete with accompanying narration, the film portrays vocational education services being provided older persons as they were being prepared for entry or re-entry into the labor force. The film focuses upon the needs of older persons who desire preparation for a continuing activity in the work-world. Numerous examples of individuals involved in industry, business, health occupations and agriculture portray a wide variety of jobs for which older persons may be prepared. To emphasize the urgency of preparing older persons for the work force, four different cameos of persons are portrayed as they move through training programs and into successful employment. Actual situations were photographed on-site and are viewed as exemplary of the excellent services that can be provided by vocational education to older persons in large urban centers. Actual filming of sequences took place in Cleveland, Ohio; Baltimore, Maryland; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; Miami, Florida; and Charlotte, North Carolina. Because of its strong advocacy position, the film, with its ex-
amples of exemplary preparation of older persons for productive work in the labor force, captured in a fifteen minute sound and color production valuable potential for its use in modifying attitudes in local, state and national circles, and in the general public at large.

The film was shown at all four of the regional information dissemination workshops and received the acclaim of the nearly one hundred persons who attended. The film was recognized for its potential influence in bringing about greater accessibility to vocational education for older persons. Plans have been made to have the film shown continuously at the forthcoming White House Conference on Aging late in 1981. Also, seventy-three prints of the fifteen-minute sound and color film have been produced and one copy sent to each of the state directors of vocational education in the fifty states and territories, along with suggestions for possible use. A copy of the letter to state directors is presented in the appendix. Complimentary prints have also been sent to the six national regional curriculum laboratories and to major agencies with a concern for aging. With such a dissemination plan and with an included listing of twenty or more suggested possible uses for the film in state, local and national situations, the advocacy of vocational education for the training of older persons should be amply realized.

DESIGN AND DISTRIBUTE A PROMOTIONAL BROCHURE

The purpose of the promotional brochure is to highlight the major products developed during the course of the project. Each major
product is described together with a synopsis of the project, a title of each of the project products, brief outlines of the documents, the film title and its specifications, instructions concerning how the film may be borrowed or purchased, and information concerning how copies of the printed products may be obtained. Draft copies of the promotional brochure were provided to each of the members of the TAG committee and to the U. S. Department of Education Project Officer for review. The resulting brochure was printed attractively as a three-fold flier and fifteen hundred copies printed. One hundred copies were provided to the Contracting Officer as a project deliverable. Copies were disseminated in accordance with the approved Dissemination Plan.

REGIONAL INFORMATION DISSEMINATION WORKSHOPS

Four regional information dissemination workshops were conducted in order to bring together major state vocational education personnel, personnel from the state agencies that address the needs and problems of the aging, and state personnel from the field of adult education. The dissemination workshops were held in Atlanta, Georgia on April 14-15; St. Louis, Missouri on April 28-29; Los Angeles, California on May 12-13; and Philadelphia, Pennsylvania on May 26-27. The individuals who were invited at project expense to participate in the activities were recommended by directors of each state agency. Those who attended the workshops are identified in the appendix by name and agency representation.
The information dissemination workshops were organized to achieve the goals: (1) promote joint collaborative action of the three major categories of agencies indicated above, and (2) focus upon major problems and issues in serving the education and training needs of older persons. Printed copies of each project product were presented to each workshop participant, and extended explanations were provided concerning the contents of the documents and the directions provided within the documents for the further implementation of programs of education and training for older persons. Workshop participants were instructed in the utilization of the publications as "tools" to build linkages and possible state cooperative efforts in achieving the broad objectives of the older persons project.

An overview of selected problems and issues was presented to the workshop groups. The overview focused upon those major problems and issues which the review of the literature and the numerous contacts with agencies and participants had indicated as the prime "hurdles" that services to older persons must clear. Of special assistance in focusing upon the most important problems and issues was the prioritized listing of topics supplied to CONSERVA by workshop invitees prior to their arrival at the respective workshops. Among the problems and issues that were stressed in the presentations and discussions were:

- How to achieve coordinative action between all major groups serving older persons;
- The need to seek increases in federal and state funding for personnel to administer and supervise the programs for the aging;
The increasing numbers of older persons requiring services in the field of employment and training, and the urgency to locate and arrange for facilities to accommodate them;

- How to create alternative ways for the efficient delivery of employment and training services to older persons;

- The identification of ways and means to motivate and stimulate local and district initiative to engage in employment and training activities to serve older persons;

- An estimate of the number and extent of educational implications that may be expected to manifest themselves with increasing numbers of older persons being served by vocational education.

These six specific issues formed the topics of group discussions. Efforts were made by the conference leaders to involve each of the workshop participants and to make certain that every possible suggestion, observation or caution was elicited from participants. Copies of the agenda for several of the workshops are included in the appendix. The emphasis placed upon the facilitation of coordination and group action by agencies in each of the respective states may be noted.

In order to make certain that individuals who came to the workshops with pertinent problems that required solutions received that attention, a special technique was utilized in the partial solution of such problems. In small groups, questions were written, advice was provided by each of the other participants in the group, and the results of his/her specific problem questions and suggested solutions were retained by each of the participants. One of the interesting aspects of the workshop was the time devoted by individuals from the same state in preparing listings of four or five major points of emphasis that should
receive immediate attention in the development of their respective "State Plan for Older Persons." Working in small groups, each of the states developed its report and presented the major characteristics of the State Plan to the total group for discussion.

At the conclusion of the four regional information dissemination workshops, a report which summarized the outcomes and provided conclusions and recommendations for further action was prepared. Copies of this document were supplied to the Contracting Officer as a project deliverable. Also, the high points and suggestions supplied during the four information dissemination workshops were synthesized in a special report which was sent to each of the workshop participants.
RESULTS

The results of the older persons project may be seen in the products that were produced throughout the duration of the project, and the immediate impact noted by the increased awareness generated by the regional information dissemination workshops. The products of the study resulted from widespread project activities; and the long-term impact of the products should be evidenced in subsequent years when the direction and emphasis upon education and training for older persons matures and is adequately supported on all levels. Presented in this section is a description of the major project products, and a brief commentary with regard to each. This is followed by an accounting of the information dissemination workshops that were conducted in four of the large urban areas of the United States.

MAJOR PRODUCTS

The older persons project resulted in several major products for use by federal/state/local personnel in organizing and planning for statewide activities relative to the specific needs of older persons for education and training, with complementary attention given to the utilization of the documents and products by field personnel. The following is a brief description of each of the major products, accompanied by brief commentary on each.

The Summary of the State-of-the-Art

This document was the result of intensive review of the literature and a protracted literature search.
for evidences of vocational education involvement in the preparation of older persons for the workforce. Universities, colleges, public school systems, state departments of education, agencies for the aging and a host of other sources were contacted and information obtained that resulted in a comprehensive review of what had transpired over the years in vocational education which was of direct benefit to, and particularly directed at, older persons who were in need of preparation for entry or re-entry into the labor force. Printed in large quantities with an attractive cover and with the full document punched to fit a three-ring binder, the expectation is that the Summary of the State-of-the-Art will receive continued and extensive utilization by students and practitioners in the field of education and training needs for older persons.

The Planning Paper

This document resulted from the findings that were obtained through the search of the literature, and from other sources that were fully cognizant of the problems and issues facing the provision of adequate and appropriate education and training for older persons. The final document was developed around a core of problems and issues, with solutions and recommendations resulting therefrom. Attractively printed with a professionally designed cover and punched to fit a three-ring binder, the document should prove to be of tremendous advantage to state level personnel primarily, but also to local personnel who are concerned with policies that need development, and procedures that must take place in order to bring together the major influences of agencies which deal with the problems of older persons. Thus, vocational education personnel, individuals concerned with all phases of adult education, and agencies that are primarily concerned with social and economic needs of older persons should find the Planning Paper a most valuable resource as they seek to bring together the intelligence and best efforts of the agencies indicated above. Out of this cooperation should come a concerted effort by all three to achieve a coordinated and unified program of services to older persons.
The Program Guide (Handbook)

The Program Guide was produced with the ultimate user of the accumulated experiences of others in mind. It provides primarily to the regional and local administrator of vocational education programs needed advice and guidance, along with suggested models and procedures for the planning, organization, implementation, monitoring and evaluation of programs of education and training for older persons. It is a practical document, and in the hands of a practical vocational educator will enable that individual to operate along the lines of a traditional vocational delivery system all the way from the recruitment and outreach aspects through the training programs and into the placement and evaluation of older persons prepared for entry or re-entry into the labor force. Attractively prepared in a soft cover and punched to fit a three-ring binder, this document should prove invaluable at the local and regional levels for vocational education practitioners, and will have unusual possibilities for the design of supervisory and administrative programs to aid persons responsible for those elements at the regional and state levels.

The Promotional Brochure

This brief document addresses all who are now, or should be, concerned with how best to plan, organize and conduct programs of vocational education and training for older persons. It directs the attention of the reader of the brochure to the sources of documents available, and the procedures to be used in obtaining the documents. For example, the major project products are described very briefly in the promotional brochure and instructions concerning their availability provided the reader. Through the promotional brochure, it is expected that the accumulated information that has resulted from the older persons project will be made available on an ever widening base and thus improve the possibilities that needs of older persons will be recognized and provided for by those best fitted to meet these needs.
Advocacy Film

One of the most dramatic products of the older persons project was the production of a fifteen-minute sound and color motion picture film entitled "Growing Older--A Time for Growth." This film portrays older persons engaging in training programs and later being placed on jobs for which training was provided. The delivery system operating from outreach and orientation through training, placement and follow-up are portrayed in exemplary circumstances in a number of large urban centers in the United States. Actual persons and actual training situations or work situations were filmed and recorded. As a powerful instrument for promoting the further development of vocational education and training for older persons, the film has unusual possibilities for widespread utilization on state, regional and local levels. A print of the film was made available, free of charge, to the directors of vocational education of the states and territories, and also to the six national regional curriculum laboratories. In addition, prints of the film were made available to the major national agencies responsible for many of the needs of older persons. The utilization of the film is expected to be broad and effective; the results should be quite noticeable in the outreach programs and subsequent training programs established in vocational facilities for providing the needed services.

SUMMARIES OF WORKSHOP EVALUATIONS

Four regional information dissemination workshops were conducted for state level personnel drawn from three major categories of agencies which deal with the problems of older persons. The agencies were state level departments of vocational education, departments of adult education and agencies in the states that deal directly with major problems affecting older persons. The four regional conferences were conducted in Atlanta, Georgia; St. Louis, Missouri; Los Angeles,
California and Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Each conference was two days in length and concentrated upon the major problems facing state agency personnel in matters pertaining to vocational education and training for older persons to enable them to enter or re-enter the labor force.

Throughout the two days, plenary sessions and small group discussions were conducted, all targeted upon bringing about a coordinated and unified approach in providing vocational education and training for older persons at the local or regional level. The urgency to identify the problems and issues that had to be solved or surmounted in the states was of prime concern, and discussions ensued throughout the two days which indicated that major efforts would have to be made during the months ahead in order to facilitate the provision of the needed services for older persons. Discussions focused upon major topics which were to some extent procedural, but resulted in many good suggestions and agreements reached by the participants on such matters as "How can linkages be established?"; "What are the goals and specific objectives of the state level agencies which can be merged and further facilitated by joint efforts?"; and "How best can the coordinated programs and unified systems designed at the state level be translated into active programs on the regional and local levels?"

The report of the specific discussion topics and the excellent suggestions supplied by the conferees was prepared as part of the "Summary of the Dissemination Workshops," and mailed directly to each of the participants. The expectation that the results of the conference will
produce further interest and extended activities in the states should be realized at an early date.

One of the expected results of the dissemination workshops occurred with some degree of regularity. The advocacy film described in earlier segments of this report was shown to the participants in all four of the dissemination workshops. The film was widely applauded, and its showing resulted in a comprehensive listing of possible uses for the film on national, state and local levels. The suggestion that the film be shown at the forthcoming White House Conference on Aging received immediate attention upon the conclusion of the dissemination workshops, and steps have been taken to assure that a print of the film "Growing Older--A Time for Growth" will be shown on a continuous basis when the White House Conference convenes in Washington in late November of 1981.

Evaluative criteria were produced in advance of the convening of the four regional information/dissemination workshops, and were utilized at the conclusion of each of the respective workshops. The results of the evaluation were positive and indicated a concern for the development of a coordinated system of attack upon the problems of the aging.

DISSEMINATION RESULTS

Project products were disseminated in accordance with the approved dissemination plan. Copies of the State-of-the-Art, Planning Paper and the Program Guide were distributed to participants at each of the dissemination workshops. Copies of each document were disseminated to those recipient agencies and organizations identified in the Dis-
semination Plan along with an accompanying transmittal memo. A copy of
the memo is contained in the appendix. The promotional brochures were
mass disseminated according to the listing contained in the Dissemina-
tion Plan. Persons and agencies requesting information will be sent a
copy of the promotional brochure. Requests for documents will be
honored until the supply is exhausted.

ADVOCACY FILM DISTRIBUTION

Immediately upon the review of the film at the interlock stage,
permission was granted by the Project Officer to proceed with film de-
velopment and distribution and the option for seventy-three additional
prints exercised. The prints were subsequently sent to state directors
of vocational education, the directors of the regional curriculum
laboratories, and to major national agencies with a direct concern for
the educational and training needs of older persons. A covering letter
accompanied the complimentary prints and listed over twenty suggested
uses for the film. A copy of these suggested uses may be seen in the
appendix. For the most part, these were the suggestions supplied to the
co-directors of the project from the regional information dissemination
workshops held in four urban centers in the United States.

The ready accessibility of the advocacy film in each of the
states, in the regional curriculum laboratories and from national
agencies having a concern for the aging should provide more than ade-
quate availability for the film utilization in the nation. Also, as
indicated earlier, the plan to screen the film on a continuous basis at
the forthcoming White House Conference on Aging may result in a great many additional requests for the utilization of the film for specialized purposes.
CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this project was to identify, analyze, describe and disseminate information about policy and planning issues, service needs, service providers, alternative service models and programmatic service operation in order to improve the opportunities of older persons to acquire vocational skills and to enable them to serve in a manner that would utilize their accumulated knowledge, skills and experience. To accomplish this broad goal, it was important to the project that efforts be made to establish communication linkages in the states; to identify and collect relevant information concerning policy and the strategies needed to achieve policy; to assemble in-depth data and provide and in-depth analysis of the information which would be useful in policy-making, planning and program implementation; to conduct four regional workshops for the purpose of developing diffusion strategies and linkages; and finally to develop and disseminate background papers and technical assistance materials. All of these efforts were proposed as the procedures best adapted to increasing the awareness of the roles of vocational education and training for older persons.

To accomplish the goal of increased awareness, CONSERVA produced a series of information documents and a fifteen-minute sound and color motion picture film. These were deemed important in meeting the challenge of developing a coordinated and unified thrust to provide the
needed vocational education and training services in connection with preparation of older persons for the workforce.

Throughout the project, it was recognized that the identification of problems, issues and alternative solutions would require the assistance of experts drawn from a variety of sources. Thus, a Technical Advisory Group (TAG) and a Review Committee were established to ensure input from external sources. Their advice, comment, recommendations and even cautions were invaluable in the preparation and revision of project products. At the workshops, the press for external involvement culminated in careful consideration of the strategies that were needed and the resources that would be required in order to produce the needed linkages between agencies, and the wisdom on "how best" to provide vocational education and training for older persons.

Based on an integration of information obtained from all sources contacted or encountered during the course of the project, the following conclusions appear warranted:

1. There is an urgent need to obtain top level administrative support from all agencies that are concerned with the problems of the aging. At the same time, these agencies must adopt a philosophy which will enhance the jointure of their respective services in the interest of meeting the needs of older persons.

2. There should be an enhanced effort to meet the needs of older persons with regard to vocational education and training. Every effort should be made to integrate this activity within the existing vocational education systems.

3. Serving the needs of older persons is predominantly a local or area activity. While it is recognized that planning, organization, and to some extent funding must proceed from a national and
state level, the actual program which prepares older persons for employment will be at the area or local level. Hence, at the very inception of a system designed to meet the needs of older persons, every effort must be made to link the national, state, regional and other activities to those of a local nature, and also to those agencies in the local community that evidence interest and concern for the training and employment of older persons.

4. The vocational education and training needed by older persons is not yet a top priority in any of the three major agencies (vocational education, adult education, agencies that administer to the needs of the aging). Therefore, there can be no concerted, unified or appropriate program of vocational education and training for older persons until each agency elevates this area to a priority concern.

5. Older persons may have to generate much more interest in their own needs and in obtaining the services required to ready them for employment. They may have to take a strong advocacy position themselves and make subsequent demands for their education and training, since there is little likelihood at the present time that any of the major agencies concerned with older persons will accord the vocational education needs of older persons a top priority. Assigning or re-assigning dollars within an agency and marking the re-assignment of those dollars specifically for employment and training services to older persons is still a matter which will require considerable time and policy change within agencies, before positive action in this regard may be effected.

6. There is strong evidence that a major problem in achieving a consistent and unified program is rooted in the overwhelming inclinations of the three major agencies in establishing and protecting their own "turf." The future will demand that the three agencies carefully examine their specific agency goals and responsibilities, and seek the policies and policy administration necessary to establish a coordinated network of social and employment services for older persons.
7. The incentives required to elevate the priority accorded to the vocational preparation of older persons for the workforce are an important matter and should receive early attention. There are so many disincentives in operation at the present time that counteracting incentives of equal or greater power are needed to promote the realization that moving up the priority level for training of older persons is or will soon be a demographic necessity.

8. Age-role stereotyping is a distinct problem that must be addressed with forthrightness and strength. Since stereotyping currently hampers the assignment of high priority for the employment and training of older persons, there is a critical need for stereotype removal, and the recognition that age is not a deterrent to needed services nor for equal access to appropriate vocational education and training.

9. It is not yet clear at the present time concerning how many older persons actually are serious about education and employment, and which sections of the broad older persons population are concerned enough about education and employment to seek training. The question whether many of the older persons require entry-level skills or re-entry-level skills in the labor force is likewise unresolved. The uncertainty as to the extent of need is currently contributed to by age-role stereotyping and disincentives to continued employment that condition many older persons to accept the status quo as an irrevocable fact of life.

10. Attitudinal changes still represent a major hurdle to the employment and training of older persons. These attitudes as evidenced in the general public, in education agencies and in those agencies which represent the interests of the aging must be carefully assessed and procedures developed for evolving effective positive attitudinal perspectives. Still further, the attitudinal changes which are most centrally involved may have to do with the employers themselves. The reluctance of many employers to admit into active manufacturing and business programs the individuals of advanced age is a matter of great
concern both to the public schools and institutions that conduct the programs for older persons, and also to the older persons themselves. The danger that investing several months or years of their time in training might not result in actual employment is an ongoing concern of many older persons that must be dealt with forthrightly and openly.

Finally, the accumulated experience and knowledge gathered in the course of this project represents but a beginning in improving the access of older persons to education and training services. If the momentum is to be maintained, the Department of Education must exercise its leadership to ensure that employment-related services for older persons becomes an articulated national priority and that adequate incentives are provided to induce state agencies to accept the challenge.
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REVIEW COMMITTEE WORKSHOP

FOR

PROJECT: IDENTIFICATION OF ISSUES RELATING TO
THE ROLE OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION IN
SERVING OLDER PERSONS

SHOREHAM HOTEL, WASHINGTON, D. C. AUGUST 28, 1980

AGENDA

9:00 a.m. Coffee and Danish
Introduction of Workshop Participants
Procedures for the Workshop
Overview of the "Older Persons" Project
Purpose and Objectives of the Program Development
Handbook/Program Guide
Review of the Handbook
1. Preface
2. Planning
3. Outreach
4. Supportive Services
5. Instruction
6. Employment Services
7. Coordination of Service Delivery
8. Training and Technical Assistance
9. Employing Older Persons as Volunteers

12:00 Noon Lunch
1:15 p.m. Continue Review of the Handbook
4:00 p.m. Summary of Comments/Recommendations
Adjournment

CONSERVA Staff Members:
Dr. Garry Bice and Dr. Joseph T. Nerden, Co-Directors
Ms. Sally M. Brower, Research Associate
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AGENDA
WORKSHOP ON EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF OLDER ADULTS

Dunfey Atlanta Hotel
Atlanta, Georgia

April 14-15, 1981

TUESDAY, APRIL 14

9:00-9:30 A.M. Registration
*Room: Paces East*

9:30-10:00 A.M. Welcoming Remarks and Orientation
J. T. Nerden and D. W. Drewes
(Project Co-Directors)

10:00-10:15 A.M. Introductions

10:15-10:30 A.M. "Older Persons and the World of Work"
Dr. Mary Mulvey
National Council of Senior Citizens

10:30-10:45 A.M. Coffee Break

10:45-11:00 A.M. Film - "Growing Older--A Time for Growth"
J. T. Nerden (Project Co-Director)

11:00-11:30 A.M. Group Discussion Session
*Topic: Educational Implications of Rising Tide of Older Persons*
J. T. Nerden and D. W. Drewes

11:30-12:30 P.M. Structured Group Session
*Topic: Education and Employment Needs of Older Adults*

Group I: D. W. Drewes
*Room: Paces East*

Group II: J. T. Nerden
*Room: Paces West*
12:30-1:30 P.M. Lunch

1:30-1:45 P.M. Presentation of Structured Group Results
   Room: Paces East
   J. T. Nerden and D. W. Drewes

1:45-3:15 P.M. Forced Field Analysis Session
   Topic: Role of State Agencies in Coordination and Linkage
   Group III: D. W. Drewes
   Room: Paces East
   Group IV: J. T. Nerden
   Room: Paces West

3:15-3:30 P.M. Coffee Break

3:30-4:00 P.M. Brainstorming Session
   Room: Paces East
   Topic: Ways to Stimulate Local Interest and Initiative
   D. W. Drewes and J. T. Nerden

4:00-4:30 P.M. What's Happening in the States?
   Participant presentations describing innovative programs and new materials of interest

4:30-4:45 P.M. Overview of Second Day's Activities
   J. T. Nerden

4:45 P.M. ADJOURNMENT
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 15

9:00-9:45 A.M.  Summary of Previous Day's Activities and Discussion of Project Products

    Room:  Paces East

9:45-10:00 A.M.  Coffee Break

10:00-11:00 A.M.  and  11:00-12:00 Noon  Issue Discussion Session

    (Each session will be repeated)

    Issue:  What emphasis should be given to education training of older persons for employment?

    Group I:  J. T. Nerden

    Room:  Paces East

    Issue:  Do mature learners require special attention to succeed?

    Group II:  D. W. Drewes

    Room:  Paces West

12:00-1:00 P.M.  Lunch

1:00-2:30 P.M.  Preparation of State Plan for Older Persons

    Rooms:  Paces East and Paces West

    State Teams

2:30-3:00 P.M.  State Reports

    Room:  Paces East

3:00-3:30 P.M.  Evaluation and Wrap-Up

    J. T. Nerden and D. W. Drewes

3:30 P.M.  ADJOURNMENT
AGENDA
WORKSHOP ON EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF OLDER ADULTS
Hacienda Hotel
at Los Angeles International Airport
525 Sepulveda Boulevard, El Segundo, California
May 12-13, 1981

TUESDAY, MAY 12
8:30-9:00 A.M. Registration
Room: Center International

9:00-9:30 A.M. Welcoming Remarks and Orientation
J. T. Nerden and D. W. Drewes
(Project Co-Directors)

9:30-10:00 A.M. Introductions

10:00-10:15 A.M. "Older Persons and the World of Work"
Mr. Sam Brightman
National Council of Senior Citizens

10:15-10:45 A.M. Film - "Growing Older--A Time for Growth"

10:45-11:00 A.M. Coffee Break

11:00-12:00 A.M. Discussion of Project Products
D. W. Drewes

12:00-1:00 P.M. Lunch

1:00-1:30 P.M. Overview of Selected Problems/Issues
D. W. Drewes
Room: Center International

Conserva, Inc.
1:30-2:30 P.M. Conferences

Topic: The urgent need to provide for the employment and training needs of older adults through improved state level planning.

Group I: D. W. Drewes
Room: Center International

Topic: How should the specific roles of vocational education, adult education, and the state agencies on aging be identified and facilitated in order to ensure that employment and training needs of older persons be met?

Group II: J. T. Nerden
Room: Right International

2:30-3:30 P.M. Conferences

Topic: How should the functions and activities of vocational education, adult education and the state unit on aging be coordinated so as to achieve an integrated approach to meeting the employment and training needs of older persons?

Group I: J. T. Nerden
Room: Center International

Topic: In times of limited resources, what steps could be taken to create alternative ways for efficient delivery of employment and training services to older adults?

Group II: D. W. Drewes
Room: Right International

3:30-3:45 P.M. Coffee Break

3:45-4:30 P.M. Reports from Conference Groups (5 minutes each)
Room: Center International

4:30 P.M. ADJOURNMENT
**WEDNESDAY, MAY 13**

9:00-9:15 A.M.  
Briefing on the Activities for the Day  
J. T. Nerden  
Room: Center International

9:15-10:15 A.M.  
General Group Discussion  
Topic: Ways to motivate and continually stimulate local interest and initiative to engage in vocational preparation of older persons.  
J. T. Nerden  
Room: Center International

10:15-10:30 A.M.  
Coffee Break

10:30-11:15 A.M.  
General Group Discussion  
What are the broad educational implications of an increasing number of older persons being served by vocational education?  
Group III: J. T. Nerden  
Room: Right International  
Group IV: D. W. Drewes  
Room: Center International

11:15-12:00 Noon  
Participant Problem Discussions  
Group III: J. T. Nerden  
Room: Right International  
Group IV: D. W. Drewes  
Room: Center International

12:00-1:15 P.M.  
Lunch

1:15-2:15 P.M.  
Preparation of Major Points of Emphasis in the State Plan for Older Persons  
Rooms: Right and Center International  
State Teams

---

Conserva, Inc.
2:15-3:00 P.M. State Reports and Discussions
(5 minutes each)
Room: Center International

3:00-3:10 P.M. Evaluation of the Workshop
Room: Center International

3:10-3:20 P.M. Final Message from Project Co-directors

3:20 P.M. ADJOURNMENT
Dear:

For the past 21 months CONSERVA, Inc., operating under a contract with the United States Department of Education, has been involved in research and development activities on issues pertaining to the role of vocational education in serving older persons. Complimentary copies of the State-of-the-Art, the Planning Paper and the Program Guide developed during the course of the project are enclosed.

A print of a film developed as a project product is being mailed to you under separate cover, courtesy of the United States Department of Education. We hope that you will be able to utilize these products and the advocacy film to support your effort to promote the vocational preparation of older persons for productive and meaningful employment.

During four regional dissemination workshops the film was exhibited to a number of state vocational education leaders, to personnel concerned with all phases of adult education, and to state agencies on aging. Numerous suggestions have come from the workshop participants with regard to various ways in which the film may be utilized in order to further promote and stimulate vocational education for older persons. On the attached page are some of the suggestions made by workshop participants concerning their intended uses of the film, and after you have viewed the film we anticipate that you will have some additional ideas concerning some special audiences that should see the film in your own state.

If there is any additional information that we at CONSERVA may supply to you with regard to any of the products of the project which is now nearing completion, please write or call us.

Yours very truly,

Donald W. Drewes

Joseph T. Nerden
Project Co-Directors

DWD;JTN:ms
Enclosures
SUGGESTIONS FOR FILM UTILIZATION

- For television stations that wish to perform a public service, the film is ideal for a fifteen minute presentation.

- For meetings of the State Boards of Vocational Education and the State Board of Education.

- For annual or regional meetings, convocations, or other similar gatherings of vocational personnel on the state level.

- For a meeting of the State Advisory Council on Vocational Education.

- For meetings of county, city, or local advisory committees on vocational education.

- For meetings of service clubs.

- For use with local community action groups.

- For viewing by total staffs of vocational and technical institutions, comprehensive high schools and community colleges.

- For use with local senior citizen groups.

- For utilization with and by local agencies that devote their time to the affairs of the aging.

- For viewing by local, county or district school boards.

- For use with higher education authorities, including those who manage the affairs of two-year community colleges or technical institutes, and those who manage the affairs of the traditional four-year colleges and engineering schools.

- For continuous viewing on the occasion of "Open House" activities at vocational schools.

- On occasions when the Advisory Committees for the respective curriculums meet and discuss matters of curriculum updating and modification.

- Where coordinated agencies of educators and associations dealing with the affairs of the aging have been formed into a network, the film has distinct promotional and stimulating characteristics that should be capitalized upon.

- One recommended procedure that should have highly complementary effects is to splice on a film trailer at the end of the film which names and describes the agencies, and provides the addresses to which older persons may write or call for specific information on occupational education and job preparation. Each state should feel free to design its own trailer and to utilize it to further promote vocational services for older persons.
MEMORANDUM

TO: Representatives of Vocational Education, Adult Education and Agencies on Aging

FROM: Donald W. Drewes, President

SUBJECT: Products of the Project, "Identification of Issues Relating to the Role of Vocational Education in Serving Older Persons."

DATE: June 30, 1981

Enclosed are three documents which CONSERVA recently produced under contract with the U. S. Department of Education. We are providing you with these three complimentary copies as part of the dissemination activities funded by that contract. Also enclosed is a brochure which describes the documents and provides additional information concerning their availability. Our supply of these documents is limited, so if you wish to order additional copies we suggest that you place your order soon.

In the event that you are not familiar with CONSERVA, we are a research and consulting firm specializing in vocational education and related human resource development efforts. Much of the work conducted by our firm is national in scope, although we also provide services to state and local educational agencies. Particular areas of organizational expertise are program planning and evaluation. If you would like additional information about the services which we provide, please contact me at our Raleigh office.

We hope that you will find the enclosed documents to be of interest and use to you and your agency.

DWD:ms

Enclosures
MEMORANDUM

TO: Workshop Participants
FROM: Drs. D. W. Drewes and J. T. Nerden
SUBJECT: Summary of Conferences at Regional Information Dissemination Workshops
DATE: June 30, 1981

Your participation in the regional workshop for "Education and Training for Older Persons" helped to assure its success.

We at CONSERVA appreciate the time and effort you put into the workshop activities, and especially your valued comments, suggestions and overall wisdom that we trust we caught and recorded on the flip charts.

We are pleased to send you a summary of the outcomes of the several conferences, and we trust that you will note in the summary your contributions and those made by other participants in the other workshops as they addressed similar conference topics.

We wish you much success in your work of promoting education and training for older persons, and we trust that our professional paths will cross again one day soon.

DWD:ms
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PROJECT ABSTRACT

CONTRACT NUMBER: 300790706

PROJECT TITLE: Identification of Issues Relating to the Role of Vocational Education in Serving Older Persons

PROJECT DIRECTOR AND ORGANIZATION: Dr. Donald W. Drewes and Dr. Joseph T. Nerden
CONSERVA, Inc.
401 Oberlin Road, Suite 112
Raleigh, NC 27605

CONTRACT PERIOD: October 1, 1979 - March 31, 1981

FUNDING LEVEL: $183,497.00

The overall goal of this project is to identify, analyze, describe, and disseminate information about the policy and planning issues, service needs, service providers, alternative service models and programmatic service operations that will lead to improved opportunities for older persons to obtain vocational skills training and to serve in a manner that utilizes their accumulated knowledge, skills and experiences. In order to achieve that intent, project activities will be directed to the following objectives: (1) the establishment of communication linkages with the numerous public and private agencies, organizations and groups concerned with the welfare of older persons; (2) the identification and collection of relevant information of use to policy makers and planners in the formulation of goals, objectives and strategies for improved access of older persons to vocational programs; (3) the in-depth analysis of the collected data to determine the information relevant to policy-making, planning and program implementation; (4) conducting four regional dissemination workshops to promote the linkage of vocational education into a comprehensive delivery system for providing social services and skills to older persons; and (5) the development and dissemination of background papers and technical assistance materials to further continuation of project objectives beyond the duration of the contract.

PRODUCTS:

In completing the work of this project, promotional fliers, a summary of the state-of-the-art, a policy planning guide, a program development handbook (a practitioner's guide), a 16mm orientation film and a final project report will be produced.
APPROACH:

A nine member Technical Advisory Group (TAG) will provide guidance to the project. CONSERVA staff will conduct a comprehensive literature review and develop a summary of the state-of-the-art, program guide and planning paper. In addition, a fifteen member review committee will review and critique the program guide.

A 16mm color, sound film will be developed to provide information concerning vocational education for older persons. The film will be approximately 18 minutes in length and will provide an informational background on vocational training and resultant employment opportunities available to older persons.

Promotional brochures will be designed and developed and four regional workshops will be conducted as part of the dissemination plan for the project.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Project</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hotel</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Location</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dates of Workshop</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Alternative Dates</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SLEEPING ROOM ACCOMMODATIONS</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single rooms available? Yes/No (Expected No.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room rates: Single</td>
<td>Double</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special group rates:</td>
<td>or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special government rates:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free suites provided? Yes/No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CONFERENCE FACILITIES</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large meeting room to hold (Expected No.) persons? Yes/No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breakout rooms to hold (No.) (Expected No.) persons? Yes/No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional facility information:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Latest date reservations will be held to:** Conserva Inc.
**Barrier-free facility?** Yes/No  
(No.) ambulatory rooms

**Meeting room accessibility:**

**Restaurant & public restroom accessibility:**

Handrails, ramps & elevators where needed? Yes/No  
(permanent ramps, non-service elevators)

Doorways 28" wide to accommodate wheelchairs? Yes/No

**Proximity to airport:**

Bus/limousine service to/from airport? Yes/No  
Cost: ____

**Proximity to other hotels for overflow:**

Ample area restaurants: Yes/No

**Send information or:**

- meeting rooms (brochures)  
  - dimensions, shapes, capacity
- audiovisual and equipment rentals
- hotel dining facilities
- catering service - menus and prices
- danish and coffee charges
- cash bar charges
- conference packet
TRAVEL AND SUBSISTENCE REIMBURSEMENT

Workshop participants will be reimbursed for workshop related travel expenses which comply with the following rates. (Original receipts are required for all reimbursable expenditures.)

Transportation. Airfare will be reimbursed at the prevailing coach rate. If coach seats are not available, first class seating will be reimbursed only if approved in advance. Originals of the receipts are necessary for airfare reimbursement. Participants who received prepaid airline tickets must return the final page of the ticket to CONSERVA with their reimbursement form and other receipts. Reimbursement forms must be addressed to Ms. Peggy McCauley, CONSERVA, Inc., 401 Oberlin Road, Suite 112, Raleigh, North Carolina 27605.

The use of personal automobiles in conjunction with workshop travel will be reimbursed at the same rate per mile as that allowed by the Internal Revenue Service ($ .20 per mile) provided that the total reimbursement for mileage, tolls, meals and lodging while on route does not exceed the lowest airfare between the points of departure and destination. Where more than one workshop participant is traveling in the same automobile, the total amount allowed for such travel among those participants will not exceed the total costs had they traveled by plane.

Public ground transportation (subway, bus, etc.) should be used if convenient. Airport limousine service should be used whenever possible between hotels and airports. Taxi fares will be reimbursed if the point of
departure and destination are indicated on the travel reimbursement form. Receipts are required for taxi fares and parking charges. Tips to taxi drivers, hotel employees, etc., are not reimbursable.

Lodging and Meals. Hotel bills and meals will be reimbursed up to $47.00 per day, including tax. Telephone bills are not a reimbursable expenditure. Original hotel receipts are necessary for reimbursement. Receipts are also required for reimbursement for meals. Liquor or wine is not a reimbursable expense. Taxi or other transportation charges to or from restaurants will be treated as part of the cost of the meal and therefore will only be reimbursed if the total cost of meals plus tax does not exceed the allowable per diem rate. Tips will not be reimbursed.

On partial days of travel reimbursement for meals will be allowed as follows: Breakfast, $3.00; Lunch, $4.00; Dinner, $8.00. Breakfasts will be reimbursed when the participant leaves home before 7:00 or returns after 8:00 A.M.; lunches will be reimbursed when the participant leaves home before 12:00 noon or returns after 1:00 P.M.; dinners will be reimbursed when the participant leaves home before 7:00 P.M. or returns home after 7:00 P.M. Reimbursement is not allowed for meals while the traveler is on a flight during which meals are served.
DID YOU KNOW THAT--

- 14% of those 65 and above have incomes below Government defined poverty level.
- 20% of those 65 and above in the South are below current poverty index.
- Labor force participation rates for older adults are falling.
- For those older adults not in labor force, only one in ten indicated inability to work as the major reason.
- Workers tend to age out of craft occupations and into service occupations.
- Once unemployed, older workers experience longer periods of unemployment.
- Unemployed older workers are more likely to become discouraged and to drop out of the labor force.
- Survey shows that of those 65 and not working,
  - 2.2 million feel that they have skills that they are not allowed to use.
  - 3 million are interested in learning new skills.
  - 4 million would like to be gainfully employed.
- Effects of inflation eroding financial security provided by pension benefits,
  - $10,000 savings in 1967 worth only $4,000 today.
  - At a 10% inflation rate, real value of dollar decreases to sixty-two cents in five years, thirty-nine cents in ten years and fifteen cents in twenty years.
HANDOUT: STATE PLANNING SESSION

Purpose: To provide a structured opportunity for agency personnel to: 1) become familiar with each other's role, 2) jointly identify major needs in improving or expanding employment related education and training opportunities for older adults in your state and 3) suggest alternative coordinative strategies for meeting these needs.

Product: A written statement of jointly determined needs and suggested strategies for serving these needs.

Procedure: Step 1. List three to five unmet employment and training needs of older adults.* Describe in detail for each need:

- the target group in need
- the specification of the need in terms of the designated lack or a discrepancy between a desired and actual state of affairs.

Step 2. For each need identified, identify one or more major activities or services for meeting that need. You may want to consider such activities as program development, research and development, information networks, demonstration projects, workshops, etc.

Step 3. For each activity listed, describe product to be produced as a result of the activity. Products could be workshops, seminars, an outreach program, a research report, etc.

Step 4. Identify personnel responsible for carrying out that activity. You are encouraged to allocate duties so that personnel from several agencies share responsibility for product development.

Step 5. Indicate the time required to produce the product and the approximate delivery date.

*NOTE: Needs assessment and planning sheets will be provided by the session leader.
NEEDS ASSESSMENT

Unmet Need #1

Unmet Need #2

Unmet Need #3
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Major Activities for Addressing Need</th>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Personnel Responsible</th>
<th>Timeline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**UNMET NEED**--
WORKSHOP EVALUATION

PLEASE RESPOND FULLY TO THE FOLLOWING ITEMS PRIOR TO YOUR LEAVING THE WORKSHOP. IMPRESSIONS OF YOUR EXPERIENCES AT THE WORKSHOP WILL ASSIST CONSERVA STAFF IN PLANNING AND CONDUCTING FUTURE WORKSHOPS AND CONFERENCES.

1. With which type of agency are you most closely associated?

   [ ] Secondary Vocational Education
   [ ] Postsecondary Vocational Education
   [ ] Adult Education
   [ ] State Agency on Aging
   [ ] Other: ____________________________

2. What is your job title within the agency?

   ______________________________________

ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS BY CIRCLING THE APPROPRIATE NUMBER ON THE SCALE.

3. How well was the workshop planned and organized in terms of timing, communication, hotel and travel arrangements, etc?

   1 2 3 4 5 6 7
   Unorganized: ____________________________ Organized

4. How applicable were the issues addressed by the workshop to your needs?

   1 2 3 4 5 6 7
   Unapplicable: ____________________________ Very Applicable

5. How beneficial were the sessions:

   1 2 3 4 5 6 7
   Not Beneficial: ____________________________ Very Beneficial
6. How useful were techniques utilized in identifying needs, roles and strategies?
   
a. Focused Problem Discussion (dealing with priority problems/issues)?
   
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Not Useful</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Very Useful</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b. Participant Problem Discussion (dealing with participant generated problems)?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Not Useful</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Very Useful</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

c. Brainstorming (identifying ways to stimulate local initiative)?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Not Useful</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Very Useful</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. How much information and materials were presented?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Not Enough for</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Too Much for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the Time Expended</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>the Time Available</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8. How much do you feel you have learned regarding education and training of older persons?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Less than</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>More than</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Anticipated</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9. To what extent will you be able to apply what you have learned in your job?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very Little</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Considerable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

10. To what extent do you feel that the workshop activities will assist you in improving the educational and employment opportunities for older persons?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very Little</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Considerable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

11. Please add any further comments which you wish to make on the back of this page.
CONSERVA, Inc. is a private research corporation with offices in Raleigh, North Carolina, and Washington, D.C. The firm specializes in adult education and staff development, vocational education, and employment training research and development. While most of the firm's projects are national in scope, CONSERVA also conducts specialized studies for state and local agencies concerned with the areas of our primary concern.

The evolution of the firm reflects a commitment to education and human resource development which transcends the history of the organization. Many of CONSERVA's professional staff members were drawn from the Center for Occupational Education at North Carolina State University, a regional research and development center which was displaced in 1975 by the single national research center concept contained in the Vocational Education Amendments of 1976. From that turn in legislative direction, members of the Center staff reorganized to form a new force in the now highly competitive field of contract research in vocational education. That force has continued to grow; in 1979 CONSERVA received more federal contracts for vocational education research than any other private research firm in the nation.

The types of studies conducted by CONSERVA are varied, yet each reflects a pertinent issue or problem confronted by a vocational educational agency, an adult education institution, a CETA prime sponsor, or a staff development program. Recent studies have ranged from the issues confronting educational programming in adult correctional institutions to developing vocational programs for new and emerging occupations. Other CONSERVA projects have focused on such areas as determining the informational needs of State Occupational Information Coordinating Committees, developing curriculum planning materials for coal miner training programs, evaluating local educational programs, evaluating CETA training programs, and developing facility requirements for new vocational education programs. More recently, CONSERVA was awarded contracts to determine the role that vocational education should play in providing services to older persons; to identify how vocational education can improve utilization of volunteers; to document the potential of vocational agriculture/agribusiness in urban areas; to process the information being collected by NCES as part of its vocational education data system (VEDS); and to develop teacher training curricular materials, instructional materials, and a viable model for staff development in related instruction for apprenticeship and training programs.